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Which of the following is right? A. Such a difficult work should be

given to Tom. B. Such a difficult job should be finished by Tom. C.

So difficult a work must be done by Tom.D. So difficult a job must

give to Tom. ( )2. Not only I but also my mother ________to plant

trees tomorrow. A. want B. wants C. will want D. are wanting ( )3. Its

an hours walk, ___________. A. here and there B. now and then C.

up and down D. more or less ( )4. You must hand __________your

homework after class. A. out B. in C. on D. up ( )5. The flood

couldnt stop the soldiers ______towards the most dangerous places.

A. from moving B. for moving C. on moving D. to move ( )6. Have

you ever ________that before? A. heard from B. hear about C. heard

of D. hear of ( )7．_______the mountain is, ________the air is. A

．The high. the thin B．Higher. thinner C．The higher. the thinner

D．The higher. thinner ( )8．_______the teachers help, her English

is much better than before. A．With B．Have C．Has D．For (

)9. Children under 1.2 metres ___________cant be taken into the

concert hall. A. height B. in height C. high D. in tall ( )10. There are

still twenty more trees which should ___________. A. plant B. be

planted C. be plant D. planting ( )11. Can floods________in this

way? A. are prevented B. prevent C. have prevented D. be prevented

( )12. The moon is quite near us_______space and it_______by

man already. A. on. has been visited B. in. has visited C. in. has been



visited D. on. has visited ( )13．The dog______the big tree, or itll

run away and hurt people. A．has to tie to B．must be tied on C

．should tie to D．has to be tied to ( )14. Can you tell

me___________? A. where can I put my bike B. where my bike be

put C. where can my bike be put D. where my bike can be put ( )15.

Can the museum___________next year? A. built B. be built C. build
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